**IMPORTANT NOTE FOR PAVEMENT MARKING CONTRACTOR**

**FOR MARKINGS FROM WINTHROP TO MAPLE:**
- Measurements offset from northside curb and from southside curb varying remaining width = hatched yellow (except at Wintthrop where all measured from north side).

**FOR MARKINGS FROM MAPLE TO MANNING:**
- Measurements offset from northside curb and from southside curb varying remaining width = hatched yellow.

**NOTES:**
1. All sharrow symbols and bike lane symbols shall have the dimensions specified per the MUTCD detail shown here.
2. All sharrow and bike lane symbols shall have a green box painted under the symbol extending out 6 inches on either side.
3. All sharrow symbols and bike lane symbols should be located in the center of the lane unless otherwise marked in the field.
4. All measurements in feet unless otherwise noted.

**Bike Symbols:**
- City, 1.5 half sh. within match line.
- Bike lane symbol, City, 1.5 half sh. within match line.

**Sharrow Symbol:**
- City, 1.5 half sh. within match line.